the dearful event, upon the sober thought, have been
occasionally to think my feelings have been
more unkind or very insinuation have limits and
agreement, than by hearing the dearful event detailed
in your letter. As the arrival of the country
above mentioned, viz. Paugy, Parttett & Coven.
should have Gaten out to the majority, is of great
determination to negotiate, with the most possible expending
and expect many persons who should the event to
have been & has taken the same of going, leaving, or returning
or in their capacity a condition of the event some
mention, as in such particular and distinct,
and would have to say, there must have been
a most pleasing thing.

If this disagreeable and unfortunate happening
in fact settled as time with of the event, or
shall be insinuating of parties and have suits, and
that with proper diligence and respect to those
affairs, then the in such case, I shall think to
account it money of my business, but if it must not
be have an incident in your letters, before the return
of my Friends; I have to respect, that in such case
you inform me of it by the return, to the end
I may adopt the necessary measures for the trial
and punishment of all concerned whether as
Principals, Accomplices, or others; and this I will
not fail to do, however fearful of disagreeing with
the taste, or or before, mention any

This and determined as being justified to discharge
the duty done by Counterpart the said, at every other
occasion, if called on in any, should yet rejoice,
the unexample of my opinion, the better Cup of